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From the Editor's Desk

•
HI

Everyone! I am Eyevie McHenry and I will
serve as your new Editor-In-Chief for New
Expression NewsMagazine.
I am 16 years old (going on 17 1n November in
case you want to send me cards or g1fts) and I am a
junior at Prosser
Career Academy.
I hope that you all
had a great summer
and I want to be the
first, along w1th your
teachers and pnncipals, to welcome
everyone back-toschool
Over the summer
Ey evle McHen r y
the publisher of New
Express1on. Youth Commumcation, held an intens1ve
eight week summer program known as the Urban
Journalism Workshop.
Throughout the program we learned essenhal
1nformat1on about journalism and what 1t takes to be a
journalist. We talked to and learned skills from journalists such as Daily Southtown columnist Phil
Kadner, Sun-Times column1st Mary Mitchell and
Chicago Reporter staff writer Sarah Karp.
Workshop participants went to places like the
Chicago Sun-Times building. We even went to
Milwaukee where we visited the building that produces the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Newspaper.
The two hour trip to Milwaukee was well worth 1t,
due to the Information we learned about the1r paper,
and the ideas the1r staff offered to help us 1mprove
New Expression tor our readers' enjoyment.
In our September issue, our cover story deals w1th
teenagers with eating disorders such as anorex1a and
obesity. Everywhere we turn, we see a "lose weight"
c;ommercial or a billboard advertising a model who
weighs about 90 pounds.
I am not saying there is a problem with skinny
people. I am saying that because of the endless Bally
Total Fitness commercials and the ShmFast advertisements, a person with a little meat on their body is
suddenly becoming frant1c to 'lose weight and feel
great'. More and more teens are starving themselves
for beauty purposes and it is becom1ng a b1g problem.
Also in our September issue, there is a segment
devoted to the Urban Journalism Workshop, where
you can read more about the events and participants
of the workshop.
So I hope you enjoy this month's issue and feel
free to write New Expression with questions, com- ·
ments, thoughts or concerns.

Eyevle McHenry
Editor- In- Chief
edltor@newexpression .org

i NEWSBRIEFS

I

TV gets two teens in the record books
M any people say that teens watch too
much televs1on, and two teens from
Grand Rap1ds, M1ch. may have proved
that theory correct.
Accord1ng to the Grand Rapids press.
Chris Dean and M1ke Dudek set a new
record for the most hours of uninterrupted TV v1ewing.
Dean,16, and Dudek,17 spent more
than two days, awake, at the
International House of Pancakes watchIng 52 hours of TV. break1ng the
GUinness world record wh1ch was 50 for the most hours spent
watching TV The two h1gh school semors were only allowed a 15-m~nute bathroom break every e1ght hours and a hve-m~nute break every hour. With the1r eyes
always on the TV
Wh1le eating meals at the 24-hour pancake restaurant, Dean and Dudek were
reqUired to keep a documentary of the1r act1v1t1es
Rick James (1948-2004)

Good bye to the

Freaky King
"Punk Funk" 1980's superstar Rick
James. 56. d1ed August 6 1n h1s Los Angeles
home.
The cause of James' death has yet to be
determ~ned

Born James Johnson Jr. 1n Buffalo, New
York, James was best known for h1s 1981
smash 'Super Freak."
He was cons1dered the Freak of Funk.

Internet offers support for teens living with cancer
Teens w1th cancer can share experiences and fnendship w1th other teens liv~ng w1th cancer through a national
Webs1te launched by the Blue Ash-based Wellness
Commumty
The ' Group Loop' serv1ce - www.grouploop.org offers online support groups and information umque to
the challenges teens face when dealing With cancer.

Teens in the United Kingdom faking drug use
One-fifth of teenagers in the U.K. said
the1r friends pretend to take drugs to look
"cool" and fit in w1th the1r peers, according to a recent study.
The report, by the confidential British
drug helpline FRANK, showed that boys
were tw1ce as likely as g1rls to be pressured into faking drug-use to fit in. The
report questioned more than
1,000 11 to 18-year-olds across the UK.
NE Ftle Pholo
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NEWS
Political Opinion

Pursuing a politics of passion not pessimism
Some stalwarts in the
ell, it is over. Files
GOP tell me that I should not
merely alleging
make that big of adeal about
impropriety, couKeyes' selection, that he is just
pled with the media's 'gotcha'
being used to fill time.
approach to reporting have
But I ask them in reply, do
derailed the candidacy of
they think he would be here if
U.S. Senate hopeful Jack
he were not black?
Ryan, a mentor and former
The answer to that question
Hales Franciscan
is certainly someHigh School prething I have an oblilaw teacher of
gation to worry
mine.
about.
From the perThe unsavory
spective of a stuevent of Jack's
dent who aspires
removal and Keyes'
to enter public
selection unsettled
service, the
even me, a student
upheaval was not
whose support of
only an unfortuJack's candidacy
nate culmination
was so firm that I
of a candidate's
personally
political run,
introduced him
Haa mid "H ap py" Jo hn son at the primary
but a very
shameful disGe o rg e t own Uni v ersity
victory celebraplay of the
tion.
blood sport that politics has
Being as involved I had the
truly become.
chance to be, it is almost
The Illinois Republican
impossible not to be negatively
Party Senate Selection
impacted by his departure from
Committee's decision to
the November race . The disinsert Alan Keyes as Jack's
mantling of his campaign truly
replacement on the
disheartened me.
November ballot was one of
Yet, the vast majority of
desperation and leaves me in
people my age are not involved
an uncomfortable position.
enough or aware of the nature
As a registered
of politics.
Republican- I will not vote
For them, this whole affair
for Alan Keyes, and I urge
only prompts extreme cynicism
other sensible Republicans
about the political process and
not to do so as well.
eventually reaffirms preconApparently, the GOP realceived misjudgments about the
ized that the race was over
ruthlessness that unnecessarily
and seems to be using Keyes
engulfs today's political terrain .
as leverage. This kind of
Instead, as youth, we should
maneuvering is certainly not
value the civic experiences that
becoming of our party and I
manifest our passion for poliwish that the final two canditics, political debate, and servdates at least appeared as if
ice to others . Our pursuit to
offered more than just their
engage in the issues must be
race. Instead, Republicans
irrepressible. Additionally, it is
were not offered a viable
important for us to remember
alternative to State Senator
that if we continue to consume
Barack Obama.

W
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Hammtd Johnson addresses former Senate candidate Jack Ryan supporters last
March. Johnson said he would still support Jack Ryan and finds Ryan's replacement
Alan Keyes an unsettled decision made by the Republican Party.

even a portion of the political
bicke ring, and 'he said - she
said' equivocations, then the fi re
in our bellies to serve others
through the vein of public service
is more likely to evaporate than
it is to shine bright.
It will take those who are
actively engaged in the political
process to reject the polarizing
facets of politics.
This can be accomplished by
devoting ourselves to renewing
our optimism and inspiring others to seek a participation of
substance over sensationalism.
In the final analysis, the real
challenge of this generation is
not only to impact the future, but
also to dismantle the cynicism
surrounding politics and teach
others about the importance of
dedicating our lives to the practice of political engagement
today.NE

Improve Your
Political
Vocabulary
Stalwart- having
a firm foundation;
strong and wellbuilt, or a person
supporting a
cause with a firm
partnership.
I

GOP- short for
Grand Old Party,
a synonym for
Republican Party.

Hammid Johnson is the NE political columnist,
and can be reached at New Expression at
brentw@youth- comm.org.
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Authorities seek
clues in Lincoln Park
High School fire
By Jeannette Bruno
Lincoln Park High School
LINCOLN PARK - A s of Aug.
31, police officials were still trying to determine who was
behind a fire that destroyed a
classroom at Lincoln Park High
School on Aug. 15.
Police and fire officials were
alerted of the fire at 4:11 that
Sunday mom1ng, said Ch1cago
Fire Department Chief Dennis
Gault.
The fire was confined to the
school's band room, which is
often used for choir rehearsal.
No one was injured, Gault sa1d.
More than 60 fire fighters
and 12 pieces of heavy fire
equipment were used to fight
the fire , Gault said.

Back to School at the
2004 Bud Billiken Parade

A spokesman for the
Ch1cago Police Department said
police are 1nvestigahng the f1re
as arson and that the department has no leads and no one
has been brought in for questioning.
Lincoln Park H1gh School
officials could not be reached
for comment.
Lincoln Park H1gh School IS
located at 2001 N. Orchard St.
The school consists of a building divided mto three parts,
wh1ch were bUilt at different
stages. The fire occurred at the
building located at 2156 N.
Howe, Gault said.
The orig1nal building, wh1ch
was known as the Robert A.
Waller High School, opened in
1900.

Hoving sexually active friends, doting
practice causes substance abuse in teens
ByNESTAFF

Teenagers who reported that
at least half of their friends
were sexually active were 31
times likelier to get drunk, five
1/2 times likelier to smoke and
22 1/2 times likelier to have
tried marijuana, according to
the study, released by the
National Center on Addiction
and Substance Abuse at
Columbia University.
Researchers reported that
the results did not indicate that
sexual activity caused substance abuse or vice versa, but
rather indicated an increased
risk.
More than 14.1 million of the
nation's young people ages 12
to 17 were at medium or high
risk of substance abuse, and
that the risk was "tightly connected" with sexual behavior
and dating said Joseph A.
Califano, Jr., CASA's chairman, president and former U.S.

Secretary of Health, Education
and Welfare.
According to the study, 31
percent of the teenagers surveyed said they had a boyfriend
or girlfriend, which increased
their average risk.
The study also found that
girls who dated boys who were
at least two years older were
more than twice as likely to
drink, four and a half times as
likely to smoke and six times
likelier to get drunk or to have
tried marijuana.
The survey showed that 11 .5
million teenagers had friends
who regularly viewed Internet
pornography and downloaded it,
and that a teenager with a
majority of friends who did so
was 'three times more likely to
smoke, drink or use illegal drugs
than a teen who has no such
fri ends, • the study reported.
The study can be found at
http://www.casacolumbia.org.

Photo submitted by mstructor Will Ot..un and Westside Alternative High
students Okun's contact 16 www WJZO.com.

The 75th Annual Bud Billiken Parade held on Aug. 14 celebrates education In lhe African American community. This
year, political figures like U.S. Senate Candidates Barack
Obama and Alan Keyes appeared at the historical parade
dedicated to Chicago youth.

Report shows teens hove presidential
election, war in I roq on the mind
ByNESTAFF
Seventy percent of American teens say they are concerned about
who will win the presidential election in November according to a
recent national survey. Based on the tnformation of the 2004-05
"State of Our Nat1on's Youth" report issued by the Horatio Alger
Association, six in 10 teens think the presidential election's outcome
will make a significant difference in the country's direction.
According to the report, which was based on a survey of 1,007
young people between the ages of 13 and 19 from across the United
States, 44 percent said they think it was the right decision to go to
war in Iraq, while 33 percent disagree and 18 percent have no opinion.Teenagers who were interviewed made 1t clear that they oppose a
military draft. According to the report, 70 percent of teens oppose the
idea of required military service.
A copy of the complete State of Our Nation's Youth report is available for free download at http://www.horatioalger.org.
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The Ban on the Tan
States move to P.rotect
teens from harmful effects
of indoor tanning
By Devin Ross
Payton College Prep
ow that summer is over
and the days of outdoor
tanning are coming to an
end for the year, many teens
will resort to using indoor tanning salons to sustain their
tans.
While indoor tanning is a
popular pastime amongst
teens, health officials say it's a
deadly pastime.
Health officials are worried
about the growing popularity of
indoor tanning salons amongst
teens and some state representatives from around the
country are proposing restrictions on indoor tanning for
teens.
Despite warnings about
skin cancer and other health
problems associated with tanning, a study by the Archives
of Dermatology reported that
more than two million U.S.
teenagers go to tanning
salons.
Teenage girls between the
ages of 16 and 19 are the
fastest growing segment of the
indoor tanning market, according to the National Tanning
Training Institute.
The California Society of
Dermatology and Dermatological
Surgery says tanning salons
are to blame for some of the
new cases of skin cancer.
Experts also discovered
that there are 7,400 deaths
from melanoma each year,
which is the deadliest form of
skin cancer.
In an effort to protect teens
from the risks of indoor tanning
eight states have proposed
bills that will make it illegal for
anyone 18 or younger to go to
a tanning salon.

N
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photo by Carmen Ordenez. lakev1ew H1gh School
Teenagers may no longer be able to use salon tanmng beds 1n some states. leg1slators
are. creatmg bills to protect teens from the health risks assoc1ated with tanning. Experts
believe tann1ng year round 1ncreases the chances of developing skin cancer. Eight states
have proposed b1lls to ban teens from tanning . lllino1s' current law requires a parent to
accompany youth 14 to 17 to tanmng salons

The eight states that have
proposed these bills so far are
California, Maryland, Michigan,
North Carolina, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin.
There is not a bill for the state of
Illinois yet.
The current state law in
Illinois requires youth 14 to 17 to
be accompanied by a parent or
guardian at tanning salons. That
parent or guardian must also
sign a consent form.
This consent law is also in
effect in 27 other states.
Also,teens are not allowed to
purchase a gift certificate for a
friend at a tanning salon without
their parent or guardian present.
"The parent or guardian must
be present for us to sell a gift
certificate for anyone 18 and
under," said an employee at
Euro Tanning Salon in Chicago.

11 lfs my skin
and I have a
right to do whatever I want with
I"t . "
--Moura
Lenahan, 13.
Some teens think that having
a regulatory program for tanning
salons in their state would be a
good thing.
"That's how you get skin
cancer even faster than laying
and roasting in the sun," said
Elena Saenz, 14, a student at
Walter Payton College Prep.
Other teens, such as Maura
Lenahan, think differently.

"It's my skin and I have a
right to do whatever I want
with it," said Lenahan, 13.
Lenahan has been tanning for almost two years.
She tans on the beach during the summer and goes
to tanning salons in the
winter.
Health officials say
some exposure to the sun
or spending a moderate
amount of time in a tanning
bed can help ward off many
diseases.
Some of these diseases
include osteoporosis, diabetes, depression and cancer of the colon, breast,
ovary, uterus, prostate and
kidneys.
Despite some of the
benefits, many experts still
believe that tanning, especially year round, ultimately
affects health for the worst
and increases the chances
of developing cancer, and
also causes brown age
spots, freckled skin,
uneven skin tone and wrinkles.
Despite all the warnings
about an over abundance
of tanning , teens like
Lenahan say they will not
stop tanning because they
like the look of it.
"I have a right to make
my own decisions about my
health, no matter what the
consequences," Lenahan
said.
According to the Indoor
Tanning Association, the
professional indoor tanning
industry has an annual revenue of more than $5 billion and employs about
160,000 people. NE
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OPINIONS
Reader responds
to CPS pulling
June NE 'Sex'
Edition
In regards to the June
2004 edition of New
Expression NewsMagazme,
which was pulled from some
CPS schools because 11 dealt
heav1ly with the top1cs of sex
education and sex.
Whether you like it or not,
teens are hav1ng sex. It's a
situat1on that IS not gomg to
go away.
If teens stop talking about
the issues regarding sex,
then problems related to teen
sexual activity will only get
worse.
You should not try to stop
anyone from teaching us how
to protect ourselves or how to
be abstinent. Teens are st1ll
gomg to have sex.
Talking about the pleasures as well as the d1seases
that come along w1th sex will
only present an opportunity
for us to make a better, well
informed decision.
If parents raised their kids
correctly, they should not
have to worry about whether
their son or daughter is out
having sex. They would know
because there would be open
communication .
Jessica Cooper

Alum proud of

NE
I was part of NE for four
years and I have to say I am
proud of what has been
going on w1th the paper and
the website. Keep up the
good work and continue voicing your opinions and concerns.
God bless.
Camille Hilliard

Taking away free speech takes away
value from the learning experience
For example, 1f the school IS too
The issue of lim1ting free
speech in schools has been
embarrassed to d1scuss an 1ssue,
such as sexual onentat1on, stubrought up many t1mes.
Students wear t-sh1rts that
dents may be confused about
who they are.
express their opinion and are
The 1ssue of free
told that they are a
speech has been diSdisruption to the
school day. If a stucussed many limes
in magazmes and
dent wntes about
websites Two
where they stand on
an 1ssue, school offisources that have
cials don't really want
ment1oned th1s 1ssue
recently are Teen
to d1scuss 11. If you
People Magazme
subm1t 11 to a h1gh
and Youth No1se, a
school newspaper,
webs1te that deals
the art1cle is ed1ted
w1th teens' conflicts
down, or taken
Devin Ross
away.
Payton College Prep and quest1ons
In October of
Some schools
2001, a 15-year-old from West
don't even want students dyeing the1r ha1r bold colors.
V1rgmia was ordered by a Judge
to stop weanng t-sh1rts expressThese are all ways of
Ing her op1n1on toward the bombshow1ng who you are. Schools
mg of Afghanistan
don't seem to like teens
Kalle S1erra, who goes to
expressmg their opm1ons very
much.
S1ssonvllle H1gh School. was also
told that she couldn't start an
This is a problem because
anarchy club at her school
free speech 1s a good way of
learn1ng
because she was told that 11
would d1srupt the school day
School off1c1als shouldn't
stop students from expressmg
S1erra was suspended from
their opinions. If free speech is
her school for three days for probe1ng l1m1ted, why not eliminate
moting her club
debate clubs?
S1erra and her mother got an
If free speech 1s lim1ted,
attorney and filed a complamt
students won't grow and learn
that her F1rst Amendment nghts
were bemg VIOlated
how to express themselves
clearly and they m1ght not be
CircUit Court Judge James
Stucky agreed about her nght
able to make up the1r m1nds
because they haven't been
exposed to the 1ssues.

to free speech but sa1d that
her act1ons must not disrupt
the educational process.
Some people say that 1f
school newspapers aren't censored , students w1ll be able to
pnnt th1ngs that are hurtful to
others. The reporter who
wntes that hurtful lh1ng 1sn't
be1ng a true reporter.
A reporter IS responsible
for what they say. They must
tell the truth to the public. And
1f the reporter IS st1ll allowed to
write for the paper after he/she
has wntten the hurtful th1ng.
whoever IS 1n charge IS not
d01ng a very good JOb.
Stopp1ng free speech may
provide a safe learnmg environment, but1t 1sn't help1ng
you to prepare for what you
will encounter m the world
If someone says somethmg
1nsult1ng or rac1st to you wh1le
you are on school property,
you can go and tell a school
Official and they w1ll help you
sort out the problem If you
encounter th1s problem another t1me while you're not m
school. you'll be expenenced
and you can figure out yourself how to approach the Slluallon.
Deal1ng w1th all types of
Ideas, whether they are controversial or not, IS an Important part of educat1on.NE

October NE Essay question:

Letters to the
editor can be
sent to New
Expression at
editor@newexpression.org, or
Youth
Communication
600 South
Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
60605. Please
keep letter under
100 words.

Why should youth under 18 care about politics?
Essays must be 200-300 words The top three essays w1ll
be reprinted in the October 1ssue w1th photos of the Winners, who Will rec1eve $100, $50 and $25 respectively. All
entnes must mclude 1)your full name 2)Home addre~s
3)School name 4) Home phone number 5) Teacher's name,
if the essay was ass1gned. 6)AII essays must be typed.
Forget any of these, and your essay w1ll be disqualified
Sen d essay s to: N e w Expression Essays
600 S. M ich igan A ve.
Chicago, II 6 0 6 0 5
Fax: (312)922-7 1 5 1
e m ail: brent~outh - comm.org
please mak e t he subject line: " N E Essay
Contest."

Deadline for
October Essay is
September 21
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Teens from across Chicago
and the near suburbs spent eight
weeks of their summer rubbing
elbows with some of Chicago's
top professional journalists and
high profile city officials as part of
Youth Communication's 26th
Annual Urban Journalism
Workshop.
From talking shop with
Chicago Sun-Times' columnist
Mary Mitchell and Daily
Southtown columnist Phil Kadner
to getting the hard hitting facts
about Chicago politics from Cook
County Clerk David Orr, the 21
workshop participants learned
the ins-and-outs of journalism
and saw the city from a new perspective.
The workshop is hosted by
Youth Communication, publisher

of New Expression
NewsMagazine and the Dow
Jones Newspaper Fund. This
year, it was held at Roosevelt
University.
From day one, the teens kept
on the go as they got an exclusive look behind the scenes of
the Taste of Chicago, Chicago
Police Department headquarters,
the Cook County Clerk's Office,
the newsroom and editorial meetings at the Chicago Sun-Times,
and ventured to Milwaukee, to
see the high-tech press of the
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. This
school year, the Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel is printing New
Expression NewsMagazine.
'We did so many interesting
things and we worked hard. But
we had a lot of fun," said workshop participant Elizabeth

Photo by Amta Bryant, Layout Editor
NE Editorial Adv1sor Brent Watters instructs the UJW class on youth and media.

8

Cook County Clerk Dav1d Orr tells UJW students about politics.

Juarez, 16, a junior at Taft High
School.
Though the program is
designed to teach high school
students the craft of journalism,
many students admit that they
were more into creative writing
than news when they began the
program.
"I really didn't care much
about writing news stories. I was
big on poetry," said Randall
McNair, 18, a senior at South
Shore Entrepreneurship High
School.
"But I learned from this program that there are a lot of
important subjects worth writing
about and the importance of journalism," he said. McNair said that
he plans to write for New
Expression NewsMagazine during the school year.
Phylecia Thompson, 16, a junior at Lake View High School,
said being in the workshop was a
rewarding experience.
"The best t~ing about journal-

ism is that it gives me a chance
to get my voice out there and to
be heard. People have to realize
that though we are teenagers our
issues matter too," Thompson
said.
"I learned a lot about journalism. It's challenging, but I dove
right in and never gave up. I'm
glad I did," said Thompson, who
will not only be writing for New
Expression this year but creating
illustrations for the publication.
Besides learning valuable job
skills and taking tours, the teens
in the workshop said they really
enjoyed meeting the people they
were exposed to while running
around the city and working on
stories.
"I think the greatest thing
about journalism is that you meet
new people all the time," said
Erna Dzafic, who graduated from
Amundsen High School in June.
Dzafic will be attending Loyola
University in the fall.

Continued on next page
September 2004

UJW
UJW

UJW: A Summer of Journalism

Continued from
previous page
The workshop was taught
by Brent Watters, Editorial
Advisor for New Expression
NewsMagazine and a former
Daily Southtown staff wnter;
Columbia College journalism
students and New Expression
Editorial Assistants An1ta Bryant
and Rebecca Parsons, and
Liberty Ch1cago Suburban
Newspapers sports wnter Alex
Janco.
"I thmk that th1s program IS
wornderful because back when
I was a teen, there weren't any
programs like this to teach JOurnalism. I had to teach myself,"
Parsons sa1d.
Watters referred to the program as one of the "city's
gems."
"This is an outstanding program. Not only are we promoting literacy through journalism,
we are allowing the vo1ces of
Chicago's teens to be heard
and groommg future newspaper
readers and wnters," he sa1d.
Youth Communication was
founded m 1976 by Sister Ann
Heintz. Located in Columbia
College, Youth Communication
works w1th the Chicago teen
community to train journalists,
promote literacy, and encourage free expression.
Participants are coached by
professionals in the med1a.
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Teens obsess over weight
Self image relies on others
By Willine Valentin
Lane Tech High School
Marvtn Kombrough, 17, from
Lane Tech Htgh School, said
people vtew celebnties as almost
"perfect people."
"So people believe that tf they
were to look like a celebnty, then
they'd be attracttve people too."
Kombrough satd.
Image and weight seems to
begtn even before the teen
years. Accordtng to the Amencan
Academy of Pedtalncs. a survey
of fifth through twelfth grade gtrls
found that the maJonty were dtssattsfied with thetr body shape.
Two-thtrds wanted to lose wetght ,
even though less than a third
were actually overwetght.
While problems regardtng
weight and self tmage are startmg to appear in earlier age
groups, health experts say 11 ts
teenagers who really obsess
over how they look
Lauren Mtlchell, 17. who
attends St Scholasllca Htgh
School, satd her tdeal wetght
would be 115 pounds. She cur---------~~'!!!!!'"--rently wetghs 125
pounds and is tn the
process of trymg to
lose wetght
"Honestly, I thtnk
guys talk to me
because I'm sktnny
not fat I've seen 11
everywhere. A sktnny gtrl ts more likely
to get a compliment
then a fat gtrl."
Mtlchell said.
Fatza
Mahmood said her
tdeal wetght ts
between 115-1 18

s skinny models,
actresses, and pop stars
conttnue to flood our televtstons, movte screens
and magaztnes, problems such as obesity, anorexia,
bulimia, and other eating dtsorders conttnue to progress tn the
lives of teenagers
Accordtng to the Naltonal
Assoctalton of Anorexia Nervosa
and Assoctated Disorders, etght
million people in the Umted
States have eat1ng dtsorders and
90 percent are women.
"Well, JUSt because I'm a
teenage gtrl, tt's the automaltc
self-consctousness. Everybody
wants to look like somebody
else," said Samantha Ross, 17.
Niles North High School.
"They (celebnltes) thtnk that
everyone should be a stick.
Because everyone around them
has to be beauttful so they thtnk
everyone else should be .. I
mean they're tn your face all the
time," she said

A

Too many teens are obsessed w th COUI"' ng pounds anct losmg incnes

try not to eat too much at one
ltme. He recommended that she
split up her meals.
Many teens are trying out
dtHerent methods to lose wetght
and some more senous than others. But where do teens seem to
be getttng thetr methods for
wetght loss?
"I lhtnk they're taktng the easy
way out 1nstead of like, worktng
out They are etlher JUSt not eattng or throwtng up," Ross satd.
Joanna Carrera, 15, who
attends Von Steuben High
School, satd she has nottced the
dtHerence of treatment between

sktnny and heavter people.
"Somettmes you see in
school a lot of the heavier people
get made fun of and messed
around. Carrera satd
lnformatton from the
Academy of Chtld Adolescent
Psychtatry satd unhealthy wetght
gam due to poor dtet and lack of
exerctse tS responstble for over
300 deaths a year
"They are JUSt lazy and
watching too much televiston.
People are not taktng the statrs
thtnk technology has to do wtth 11
too," Mahmood said

poundsandth~she

Mary-Kate Olsen was recently treutod for un eating drsordor

tS also trying to lose
weight She satd
that in order to lose
wetght she used to
sktp breakfast until
her doctor recommended that she
not sktp meals and

NE Frle Photo
Svelte actross ,md E".steo Lauder spokesmodol Elrznbeth Hurley recently stated rn Allure
Magazrne. ' I've olwtlys thought Mnrrlyn Monroe looked fabulous. but I'd krll myself rl I v.as
that lot'
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Adolescents Struggle with Weight Gain
Obesity continues to plague more American youth
By Joi Hampton
Thornwood H.S.
f ifteen-year-old Jasmine, who the US
lives on Chicago's South Side,
Surgeon
says that all those late nights she General.
spent sitting in front of her 40A few extra
inch TV screen eating fastfood
pounds do not
and sweet treats is the reason
equal obesity.
for her continuous weight gain.
The American
"My mother is always running
Academy of
to and from work. So she would
Child and
bring home a lot of fast food and
Adolescent
Psychiatry
snacks for us to eat," said
Jasmine, who asked that her last
says a child is
name not be used in order to
not obese until
protect her identity.
the weight is
Jasmine, who stands 5'4" and
about 10 percent higher than
currently weighs 185 pounds,
what is recommended for the
recently down from 189 pounds,
height and body type of
said the weight she was quickly
the child.
"Today people are a lot
gaining from her unhealthy eating
habits didn't appear to be a probless physically active,
and are quick to
lem in her eyes.
"People in my family are big
pick up
and they don't think that they are
unhealthy
overweight. 'It runs in the family'
foods, of
is what I thought to myself,"
which
Jasmine said. Jasmine said that
they
her sister, who is two years
conlion of their time at school, and
carbonated sports drinks will also
younger than she is, weighs
sume too much," said Rosalind
be stocked in the school vending
more than her.
Dale, Unit Educator for Nutrition
we need to do more to promote
"People make fun of me at
Wellness in Chicago.
healthy eating habits. This is an
machines, CPS officials said.
school, but there are a lot of kids
Chicago city and school offiimportant step toward getting the
The snacks that will be
at my school who are heavy, so 1 cials have recognized the "alarmjunk food out of our schools,"
offered can have no more than
never really felt bad," she said.
ing" increase in childhood obesity said CPS Chief Executive Officer
30 percent calories from fat, and
In July, Jasmine was told by
and that is why this fall, students
Arne Duncan in a recent press
no more than 40 percent sugar
her doctor that her weight was
in Chicago Public Schools will be
release .
by weight. No candy or chewing
becoming problematic and that
provided with a new variety of
The only types of beverages
gum will be stocked in the
machines, CPS officials said.
she needed to eat better and
nutritious snacks in their school
that will be allowed in elementary
vending machines, rather than
schools will be juices containing
Dale believes staying fit and
exercise so that she would not
suffer from health problems asso- the usual sodas and potato
100 percent fruit juice, and in
healthy is about eating in moderciated with obesity.
chips .
high schools, juices containing
ation, eating a variety of healthy
A recent national study from
no less than 50 percent fruit
foods and exercising regularly.
the Surgeon General's office
"Students spend a large porjuice. Bottled waters, and nonDale currently supervises
reported that child~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~family programs that focus on
hood obesity has
basic nutrition education. One
tripled in the last 20
program is the Expanded Food
years, increasing
and Nutrition Education
The percentage of children and adolescents who are defined as overweight has more Program (EFNEP). The goal of
from six percent in
1980 to 15 percent in than doubled since 1970.
this program is to educate indi2000. Also, 15 perviduals and families with food
stamps about food budgeting,
cent of adolescents
About 31 percent ot American teenage girls and 28 percent of boys are somewhat
overweight. An additional 15 percent of American teen girls and nearly 14 percent of
nutrition, and safety. When the
ages 12_19 are
obese due to lack of teen boys are obese. Causes include fast food. snacks with high sugar and fat con
program is completed, the individuals and families will have
activity, unhealthy
tent, and increased time spent In front of TV sets and computers.
eating habits, genetlearned how to eat right, control
ics and a surplus of
Poor diet and sedentary lifestyles kill 400,000 Americans a year and may soon over
Continued on Page 14
TV time , according to take tobacco (435,000) as the leading cause of preventable death.
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Dying to be Thin
By Ern a Dzafic
Amundsen High School
L iving in a society that puts a
great emphasis on a thin body as
the ideal for beauty, 1t's no wonder many girls are self- conscious about their weight and
body shape. In some cases
teens are killing themselves to be
thin.
"I would exerctse for 30 mtnutes every day and not eat," said
Jocelyn, a 5'2", 107 pound, Lane
Techmcal High School student
who suffers from anorex1a.
"I JUSt stopped eat1ng and I
got used to not having food," satd
Jocelyn, whose last name is
betng withheld to protect her
identity.
As of recently, anorexia nervosa has been assoc1ated wtth
wealthy whtte teenage gtrls who
are perfectionists. Young actresses such as Mary-Kate Olsen and
Jamie-Lynn DiScala of "The
Sopranos" have made their
struggle with anorexia public.
That publicity has made anorexta
a pop-culture disease and obsesston. Therefore, 11 IS no surprise
that 90-95 percent of anorex1a
nervosa sufferers are females.
Though anorexia IS associated
more with white teenage gtrls,
experts say it's a disease that
affects gtrls of all races.

''No one
wariable
has been
found to
cause
anorexia.''
Patti Cable,

Harvard Eating

Disorders Center

"Over the past several
decades, the Amencan population has gotten heavter while
models and beauty queens have
gotten thtnner. Celebrities and
their digttal alteratton are 1n keeping w1th this 1ncreas1ngly thin
1deal," satd Dr. Dtane Mtckley, a
spokeswoman for the National
Eating Disorders Association
Board of Dtrectors (NEDA)
Accordtng to the NEDA, psychologtcal factors as well as
soctal factors can contnbute to
an eattng dtsorder such as
anorexta.
"It was after I ate somethtng, I
looked at myself in the mtrror and
thought to myself 'what would
happen if I dtdn't eat'," sa1d
Jocelyn as she reflected on the
start of her mghtmansh JOUrney
to become thtn
"People would tell me it's all
tn your head and Jt 1s," Jocelyn
sa1d.
• I JUSt wanted to lose some
weight and I saw how other people's bodtes were," Jocelyn satd.
Patt1 Cable, a staff member at
the Harvard Eating Dtsorders
Center, satd teens are qutte vulnerable to developing body dtssattsfactton when exposed to
medta 1mages of ultra-th1n
celebrities.
"Research reports that
women's magaztnes contained
10.5 t1mes as many advertisements and arttcles promoting
wetght loss as men's magaZines," Cable sa1d.
Low self-esteem and cultural
pressures combine to create an
emotional burden, whtch one 1n
every 100 teenage gtrls try to
control by self 1mpos1ng starvation. Up to ten percent of those
g1rls may die as a result, according to the Nattonal Institute of
Mental Health.
"I dtdn't eat for three days and
I drank a lot of water so when I
did eat my stomach couldn't hold
it," Jocelyn said. Jocelyn said she

. · www.newexpreaalon.org
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continued to eat less and less as
she tried to lose we1ght
Accordtng to Cable, whtle the
average Amencan woman is 5'4"
tall and wetghs 140 pounds, the
average Amencan model 1s 5'11 "
tall and wetghs 117 pounds. That
dtstlnciiOn, whtch IS enforced by
the medta, encourages thtnness.
Glamorizatton of thtnness idealizes excesstve dtettng and exercise, whtch IS self-destructtve .
Most !ashton models are thtnner
than 98 percent of Amencan
women and therefore the image
proJected tn !ashton magaztnes 1s
very unrealistiC, Cable sa1d.
"No one variable has been
found to cause anorexia.
Research Indicates that certa1n
personality characteristiCS, genetic dtspositton, environment and

btochemtstry all play a role 1n the
development of eating dtsorders,"
Cable sa1d.
The oddity of the mental
health condtllon IS that the tndtviduals who are anorexic have a
dtstorted body 1mage. Anorexics
are usually 15 percent below normal body weight and st1ll believe
that they are fat.
' Eating dtsorders are a stlent
killer and we have a responsibility to educate the public and save
some lives. We want families,
sufferers and the commun1ty at
large to recognize the urgency
and prevalence of eattng dtsorders and take action,· sa1d
Doug Bunnell, who IS the NEDA
pres1dent, tn a NEDA press

Continued on Next Page
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Continued from page 14

Dr. Doug Bunnell, who is the
NEDA president, in a NEDA
press release.
The fear of being "fat" has
encouraged high achieving
teenagers, like Jocelyn, to starve
themselves in order to reach
exclusive acceptance, experts
say.
"It (anorexta) just sort of happened. I'm a perfectionist. that's
why," she said.
Anorexia affects gtrls of all
races and ages, and treatment
for the mental disease costs as
much as $30,000 a month. It has
been established through
research that individuals whose
parents, specifically mothers,
obsess over appearance are
more likely to develop the dtsease.
After having recently been
dtagnosed wtth the dtsease,
Jocelyn ts seemg a doctor on a
regular basis and trymg to get
back to a healthy weight.
"Now that I'm eating agam I

their portions, watch their sodium
and sugar levels, all while maintaining a healthy physical
lifestyle.
When it comes to working
specifically with youth (ages 516) there is a program where
children are broken up into three
groups, one located on the south
side of Chicago in Englewood,
and two others on the north side
of the city. The three groups are
made up of about 100 people.
Here they are taught how to eat
right, control the amount of food
they consume daily, what frying
does to foods, and how to keep
the wetght off. The teens are
encouraged to keep journals with
goals that they hoped to have
accomplished by the completion
of the program. The program
began in March and is completed
towards the end of October.
Teens across Chtcago can
find out about these programs
and others like it through their
community churches, schools,

I get really nauseous. I became
very weak, so when I started eating, I threw up because my stomach couldn't take it," she said.
"It's been really hard," she said.
The National Association of
Anorexia Nervosa and
Associated Disorders encourage
young girls to eat balanced
meals, which are full of nutritious
foods, and to exercise moderately. They also suggest that genetics influence gtrls' bone structure
and IS also a factor in different
body shapes. Therefore, even
excessive dieting and exercise
may not result in Britney Spear's
body.
"Research has taught us that
anorexta tends to run in families.
A four year multi-site study, supported by the Nattonal Institute of
Mental Health, is now 1n progress
to determme whtch areas of the
human genome contam genes
that increase the risk for anorexia." said Cable

and libraries.
Today, teens like Jasmine are
overcoming their struggle with
obesity, thanks to educators, and
program organizers dedicated to
helping overweight teens.
Jasmine said since she was
told by her doctor that she needed to watch her weight she has
tried to eat healthier, schedule
more frequent doctor visits, exercise and participate in various
activities for overweight teens.
Jasmine said her mom has
also become more conscious
about the food she brings home
since recently learning about the
health risks associated with
being overweight and obesity.
"It has been hard to eat
healthy fruits and vegetables. I
really like sweets and candy,"
Jasmine satd.
"But I have lost a lot of weight
and I feel better about my health.
I am glad there are people to
help me," she said.

Anorexia
Self-Evaluation Quiz
-Are you constantly thinking about weight and shape
- Are you dieting and/or have you lost a lot of weight?
-Are you more than 10 °/o below your healthy weight?
- Are people concerned about your weight?
- Is your energy level low?
- Are you cold?
-Are your periods abnormal? (for females only)
If you answered yes to any of these questions, you may
have anorexia.
If you answered yes to more than five, you are encouraged
to get a professional evaluation.
( Prov•dlld by the National As!.OC1at1on of Anorcx1a Nervosa and Associated D1sorders)
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Teens unite against
discrimination
and alleged police
misconduct
By Devin Ross
Payton College Prep
a mural covered buildInside
ing, a meeting IS held among
the members of Still We Rise,
a politically active campaign of
the Generation Y organizatton.
Still We Rise ts a JOint effort
between the Southwest Youth
Collaborattve and the Arab
American Action Network.
All eleven members of Still
We Rise are very comfortable
at the meettng. They are listening to the dtrector of their
campaign, Nina Farnia, who is
telling them what their project
for the day ts going to be.
"Today, after you get into
your groups, half of you wtll be
making phone calls to the
aldermen you have been
asstgned, and the other half of
you will be on the internet
looktng for background informatton on the aldermen,"
Farnia said.
Before they split mto their
groups, Farnia reviews what
they have accomplished in the
last year. In December of
2003, Still We Rtse wrote a letter to Mayor Richard M. Daley,
telling htm of the campaign's
demands. They gave him until
Jan. 6, to reply to the letter.

NE photo by Brent Watters. Ed1tonal Advisor
At the Southwest Youth Collabor tv bu d ng ocated at 6400 S K dz e Avo co or'u mura s d splay the
rn ss on of •
... • -- ,... ldborn ve vouth focus on d1verstty and equality ' r a 1peop e n Ch c go

Farnia satd that on Jan.17,
the group recetved a letter from
Chtcago Poltce Supenntendent
Phil Cline, whtch bastcally satd
that police brutality doesn't extst
tn Chicago.
On Feb. 28, Sttll We Rtse rallied at City Hall to demand a
meeting with Mayor Daley. Thts
event publicly launched the Still
We Rtse Campatgn.
Still We Rtse also held another
rally to oppose police brutality
and ractal profiling. The rally
included some of Chtcago's
black, Latmo and Arab Amencan
youth, who demanded Mayor
Daley and Supenntendent Cline
admit that police brutality and
ractal profiling do happen tn
Chicago
Protesters gathered at the
Chtcago Pollee Headquarters on
35th and Michtgan and shouted
chants. The chants tncluded
"Daley, Daley, stop the cops from
beating us'" and "Serve and protect! Don't disturb and disrespect!"
After the rally at Police
Headquarters, the group
marched tn front of Mayor
Daley's home in Bridgeport.
Generatton Y was started 1n
1996 by youth leaders and staff.
It is a d~rect action organtzalton
that is dedtcated to buildtng
power for all youth tn southwest

Chtcago, espectally for lowtncome youth of color The
organtzatton fights to end
racism, sextsm, heterosexrsm,
and class oppresston.
Still We Rtse has been worktng on gettmg the~r Declaratton
of Rtghts acknowledged for a
year now
"We don't care how many
years 11 takes , tf 11 means somelhtng to us," satd All Salmon, 17.
a Sttll We Rtse member.
When asked if they cared
about gelling any rewards out of
the program. Jtmmy Brown, 14,
a freshman at Curie Htgh
School, satd , "We don't care
about rewards, we JUSt want
people to know we can try to
make the communtty better."
The Southwest Youth
Collaborattve is home to the
Generatton Y organization, Still
We Rtse, and other offspnng
programs of Generation Y.
Southwest Youth Collaborative
has existed stnce 1992.
The Arab Amencan Actton
Network is a non-profit organizalion. based m Chtcago, which ts
committed to empowerment
through advocacy, actton educa!ton, and expandtng the
resources and services avatlable
to the Arab Amencan communtty.
Mornsa Lewis, a 14-yearold freshman at Cune Htgh

If you need support, or
want to get involved in
the "Still We Rise"
Campaign contact
Generation Y
Attn: Nina Famla
6400S.Kedzle Ave.
Chlcooo. 1160629
(773)476- 3534ext 62

School, 1s a member of
YouthFirst, another offspring
of Generatton Y.
"Our current project IS maktng a book that contatns art
and poetry. The book IS a
fundraiser and wtll educate
everyone about our community," Lewts satd
A few of the Still We Rtse
parttctpants clatmed they
have expenenced or Witnessed pollee brutaltty and
racial profiling in their communtttes.
Gabryela Sanchez, 16.
who goes to Perspectives
Charter School, said she
wants to make sure that
everyone knows why she IS a
part of the organtzallon
"Our families are the ones
who vote .... and we (youth)
make up the communtty,"
Sanchez satd NE

More on Southwest YouthCollaboratlve on the next page
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Youth activists choose path to change policy
If there is a will, there is a way: Ali Salmon seeks justice for all
By linda Davis
Westinghouse Career Academy

Ali Salmon, a 17-year old Arab
American Muslim, is an outspoken
leader who fights against racial profiling
and police brutality, which he said occur
in his community on a regular basis.
Salmon is one of the teen participants in Generation Y, a program of 55
teens who come together to address
important issues in their community.
Salmon is also a leader in the Still
We Rise campaign, which trains the
youth to lead political action movements
on the Southwest Side of Chicago.
A1 the age of four, Salmon was
wrestling with friends on a semi -floor
when he snapped his neck, causing a
neNe in his brain to bust.
"I was wrestling outside on a semifloor while it was raining ou1side. My
friend choked me and slammed me on
my neck, causing my speaking to stutter
when I talk," Salmon said, while moving
his hands and body in a cautious
motion.

to take on

photo by Brent Watters

Salmon then began to stutter, and was
teased for every1hing he spoke about.
"I used to let people get to me when
they used to tease me, but now I don't let
them get to me", Salmon said.
At the age of 13, Salmon devoted himself
to an I.M.A.N. organization.
"I.M.A.N. is an Inner City Muslim Action
Network that associates with the Southwest
Youth Collaborative and Still We Rise,
refined together to voice against racial profiling and police brutality," Salmon said.
In 2001, every Mosque a~d I.M.A.N.
member came together and participated in

a rally in downtown
Chicago for Palestinians
and Arabs in the Middle
East.
"Ever since terrorism hit the United
States, police have penalized us Arabs as
an association to the terrorists," Salmon
said, while taking his time to get his words
out.
"I just want my Arab people to know that
they are not alone," he said, while speaking
in an aggressive tone.
Salmon then decided that he had a
lot of things to say and he wanted to be
heard.
Salmon has been working with
Generation Y for two years and plans to be
around until changes come to his environment, racial profiling and police brutality are
stopped, and people of all races can live
normal lives.
"I just want people to help us stop
racial profiling and police brutality against
minors," Salmon said, while using hand
gestures that show his unwavering determination. HE

Antelma Velazquez speaks for her community
By Phylecia Thompson
lake View High School

Beyond the mural on the
wall outside of the Southwest
Youth Collaborative building,
is a young activist named
Antelma Velazquez, a 15year-old girl who is fighting to
stop police injustice by participating in the Still We Rise
campaign.
Velazquez is a member of
Generation Y, a youth activist
organization that is building
political action for youth in the
southwest Chicago area.
Velazquez is a leader in the
Still We Rise campaign, a
special summer program of
Generation Y.
"It (Still We Rise) made
me more aware of how the
police are approaching us
(teens) about our rights,"
Velazquez said.
Velazquez joined
Generation Y in August 2003
and became a member of the
Still We Rise campaign.

16

Through their
research and
suNeys , the
paticipatmembers disedina
covered the
protest
number of
march to
racial profilMayor
ing claims of
Daley's
police towards
teens and adults
in Southwest
At a dally meeting, Project Leader Nina Farma leads a
Chicago.
photo by Brent Watters
group of Generation Y teens, and gives them instructions
As they continuously receive
to call Chicago Aldermen to talk about the1r issues.
data on police abuse reports,
Velazquez and the other memEven without the support
"I was scared but willing,"
bers of Still We Rise also try to
of the aldermen, Velazquez
Velazquez said. She said that
contact Chicago Mayor Richard
has not given up her cause to
police were on every corner of
M. Daley.
the
street
they
marched
on.
stop police abuse in Chicago.
Earlier this year, Velazquez
When Velazquez and the other
"I never had the feeling of
participated in a rally and march
protestors approached Daley's
giving up," Velazquez said.
to Daley's house, attempting to
house, the police would not let
Velazquez believes the
get him to hear the campaign's
them pass.
members of Still We Rise are
demands.
Still We Rise is also trying to
very persistent in what they
One of the demands state
get support from aldermen in
are doing to stop police misthat Chicago should establish an
treatment in Chicago.
their community. Velazquez is
independent youth complaint
calling city officials to tell them
'We want to make a differreview board to keep the
about Still We Rise and to try
ence. We want our rights, and
Chicago Police Department and
our voices heard," Velazquez
convincing them to support the
public schools liable to the
campaign.
said. NE
needs of young people.
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Carrying a Backpack Can Damage Your Back
What teens should do to prevent back pain from overloaded ba ckpacks
By May Millon
Lake View High School
T oday's teens have a lot
more than books to pack up in
their backpacks. From CD players, organizers. and laptops to
cell phones, mp3 players and
think pads, teens are filling the1r
backpacks to the hm1t.
Some students don't have
time to put the thmgs they don't
need in the1r locker because they
rush to get to class. Many teen
students do not know the proper
way to use a backpack.
"Desp1te the fact that I
could've used my locker, my
backpack containing every book
needed for school, plus a few
free-read books from home, I
don't think my back ever succumbed to the we1ght," sa1d Julia
Pious, 15, who attends Lake
V1ew High School
What many students don't
know is that by overloading the1r
backpacks, they can seriously
damage their spines. That 1s
why health officials are tak1ng
steps to educate students about
backpack safety.
Accordmg to Backpack
Safety Consumer Product
Commission, there are about
21,600 pounds lifted 1n one
school year. Twelve pounds 1s
the weight of an average child's
backpack and 1f you multiply 11
with 10 lifts per day, that comes
to 120 pounds. 120 pounds per
day in a 180-day school year
totals 21,600 pounds. That's a
lot of weight.
"Most of the time, I do suffer from an overloaded backpack.
Besides homework, I m1ght bring
a few things such as my cell
phone and emergency money.
And maybe a book that really
isn't important, but I bring it for
whenever a chance to read may
come up," said Natalia Santillan,
a 15-year-old from Lane Tech
High School.
According to the Backpack
Safety America program, the
maximum weight for loading an
item in a backpack should not go
above 15% of the child's weight.
Never put in items that are not

MediCal professoonals say that teens who carry heavy backpacks to school every day may damage their spmes

necessary - only bnng the th1ngs
you need for school.
Dr. Leslie Bulyak1, a physiCian and chiropractor 1n Ch1cago,
recommends gett1ng a backpack
approved by the Amencan
Ch1ropract1c Assoc1at1on (ACA).
John Carroll, the cofounder of Body Mechan1cs, Inc.,
creators of Backpack Safety
Amenca, recommends that students should only carry one or
two books to avo1d carry1ng too
much we1ght on thetr backs
"Students can help themselves by tak1ng only what they
need 1n their backpacks," Carroll
said.
Rhea Odal, 16, a student
at C1ty Baptist School, said "I
don't actually bring anyth1ng that
doesn't have to do with school,
except for my cell phone. I do
bring the 1mportant th1ngs for
school."
Backpack Safety America 1s
an organization dedicated to
teaching students, teachers, parents, and others how to properly

www.newexpreaalon . org
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use a backpack
"Teachers should be aware of
the 1ssue and the health hazards
assoc1ated w1th students carry1ng
overloaded backpacks Improperly They can encourage students to pack, lift and carry the1r
backpacks properly," Carroll sa1d.
Physicians and health
experts advise those carry1ng
backpacks to mamtam a good
posture, keeping the back
stra1ght and not hunched
It tS also recommended that
backpacks should never be carried over one shoulder
Th1s can prompt bad posture for
teens and children, whose spines
are sltll developing.
"Wear both shoulder straps on
the shoulders Thts will help balance the person's back," said Dr.
Leslie Bulyaki.
Carrying a backpack tncorrectly can affect the neck, back,
shoulders and even cause
headaches.
"The muscles are full of
anxiety when dealing with an

overloaded backpack" sa1d Dr.
Bulyak1
Many physicians suggest
us1ng a bag on wheels . In addllton to the advantage of not
be1ng earned on the back, another good thtng about bags on
wheels is that they help the person to stretch their arms.
Remember, though , that you sltll
have to carry them on sta1rs and
school buses.
The most 1mportant factors
when choos1ng a backpack are
p1ck1ng the nght size for your
body weight and quality, sturdy
construction .
Patients who come to Dr.
Bulyaki of1en complain about
back pains from wearing a backpack.
"I recommend for guys and
g1rls to begin talking to their parents and chiropractor {or doctor)
about their back," said Dr.
Bulyaki.
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Teens Love Name Brands: But Why?
'Cool Hunters' Put Teens on Track for Name Brand Clothing
By Jeannette Bruno
Lincoln Park High School
Daniel Negron, 17, spends a
great deal of money buying Ecko
shirts.
Despite shelling out big bucks
to buy his favorite name brand
shirts, Negron can't say why he
has dedicated himself to this line
of clothing.
"Because it's the style," said
Negron, who is a student at
Lincoln Park High School.
"Or maybe because of people on
T.V. ," he said, as he continued to
try to figure out why he likes
Ecko so much.
Every year teens spend billions of dollars on clothes and
each year name brand clothing
companies make billions on
American teens. Names such as
Abercrombie and Fitch, Von
Dutch, Gap, Express, Ecko, Nike
and Phat Farm, are brands that
teens can't seem to get enough
of.
It seems as if every month
there is a new trend for teens,
but there is always that one popular brand that they will not stray
from. That is the goal for companies that market to teens.
Brian Bower, 17, is an all out
skate r who works at a skate
shop. Bower said he spends
about $700 every paycheck at
Abercrombie and Fitch. While
Abercrombie and Fitch doesn't fit
the skater mold and Bower was
reluctant to say that he shopped
there, he too struggled to answer
why he's addicted to this clothing
line.
Maybe two words can best
explain why so many teens rush
to spend big bucks on name
brand clothing: Cool Hunting.
Companies that market to
teens try to create a dependency
and make teens believe that they
must have that brand of clothing.
Marketing companies realize
that teens control a huge part of
the spending money in the family,
and that is why some companies
dedicated to the teen market
have developed the Cool Hunting

marketing strategy in order to
know what to sell to teens.
Cool Hunting works by hiring
teen correspondents from around
the country to inform the companies of what teens are wearing.
The teen correspondents basically spy on teens and give the
information on what is "cool"
back to the marketing companies. The marketing companies
then sell that information to clothing companies, who turn that
information into new clothes.
These new clothes are then sold
back to the teens.
''They (the companies) don't
want teens to know what is going
on," said Jonathan K. Frenzen,
clinical professor of marketing at
the University of Chicago.
Marketers will even admit the
wrongdoing in this "cool hunting"
process.
"Yeah, it is kind of exploitation," said Tina Wells, CEO of
Buzz Marketing Group.
Buzz is one of the many marketing companies that specialize
in showing product companies
how to successfully sell to teens
like Darren Jay.
"No I won't buy cheap
clothes. Celebrities don't buy
cheap clothes," said Jay, 17, who
spends big dollars on the ritzy
Von Dutch clothing line.
Buzz would be shy the teen
voice without the help of their
teen correspondents, or "Cool
Hunters", whom Wells admits are
being exploited.
"Marketing companies don't
really want the teens to understand what they are doing" said
Frenzen. "So teens get the low
end of the deal," he said.
But not all teens are oblivious
to the fact that they are being
marketed to.
"That marketing stuff doesn't
get to me. I get my shoes at
Payless because they're cheap,"
said lvette Aguilar, 16.

Photo by Jesse Hall, Crane High School
Joseph Dav1s relaxes in style with h1s Marithe & Francois Girbaud outfit.
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Law Signed To Crack Down on Out of
Control Parents and Fans at Sporting Events
By Joseph Davis
Best Practice
Anyone who has been to a
sporting event has seen 11 at
least once.
A play is made and an angry
fan goes ballistic, calling the referees. umpires and players a
bunch of obscenities and even
storms the field to attack the person they are mad at. Let's not
forget the parents and fans who
enjoy nothing more than taunting
the players on the opposing
team.
When parents and fans allow
their tempers to flare and lose
control at sporting events, especially at the high school level, the
safety of the spectators, referees
and players is endangered, the
fun of the game is taken away,
and there is a lot of embarrassment.
"Referees, at t1mes, deserve
to get chewed out for bad calls.
But some parents just go overboard ,• said Tenille Johnson, who
plays basketball for Glenbard
South High School.
"All that acting out 1sn't necessary. They just need to let us
play,• Johnson said.
Due to the problems associated with unruly parents and fans,
Gov. Rod Blagojevich signed two
measures this summer that created penalties for anyone who
threatens or attacks coaches or
officials on or near a playing field .
The legislation covers all sporting
events from youth league to pro
sports.
The assault law (HB 4023)
makes it aggravated assault to
attack a sports official or coach at
any level. The law goes into
effectJan. 1,2005.
The law that covers the physical harm of umpires and referees
in Illinois (HB 4120) went into
effect immediately with the governor's signature in July.
Regardless of jail time, it provides that a court impose a minimum fine of $1 ,000 for a first
offense and $2,000 for a second
or subsequent offense.

Illinois is the 19th state to
pass legislation specifically protecting referees and ump1res,
accord1ng to the National
Association of Sports Offic1als.
Chicagoans love sports at all
levels and 1n recent years fans
have shown the1r love by actmg
out in foolish ways that resulted
1n people gettmg hurt badly.
Chicago fans probably recall
two embarrassing moments
where fans rushed the field and
literally attacked ump1res and
coaches.
In September 2002. William
Ligue Jr. and his teenage son
stormed the Cellular F1eld dunng
a Kansas City Royals versus
Wh1te Sox game and attacked
Kansas C1ty coach Tom Gamboa
The Kansas C1ty coach susta1ned
hearing loss because of the accident.
Just seven months later durIng anothe r Royals versus Sox
game at Cellular Field in April
2003, first base ump1re Laz D1az
was attacked by a fan dunng the
ninth innmg of the game
These two incidents are
examples of JUSt how crazy fans
(shorts for fanatics) can get. H1gh
school players' parents can be
just as bad at t1mes.
"Everybody 1n the crowd
gets a little crazy. But 1f I were to
say who takes the games more
seriously, I'd say the parents of
the players," sa1d Jawone
Brooks, a football player at Curne
High School.
Despite the leg1slation being
signed by Blagojevich this summer, some think it won't be
enough to stop these radical fans
and parents.
"I am not sure if there IS any
real solution to this problem ,"
sa1d Beth Sauser, Assistant
Executive Director of the Illinois
High School Association.
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SHOULD N EW EXPRESSION COVE R
YOUR HIGH SC HOOL'S HOMECOMI NG
FOOTBALL GAME?
New Expression's sports team will showcase the homecoming
game of this winning essay.

In your opinion, what is the most heated rivalry in
the public or private high school league and why?
Send Essays to:
New Expression
Football Essay
600 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605
or Email: brentw@youth-comm.org

Essay must be received by September 16, 5 p.m.
Essays must be marked with your
full name
age
school
address
date of homecoming game
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Teenaged entrepreneurs
have their own name,
style, and understanding
of what it means to make
it on their own.

New Expression will
share stories of how
teens are making it and
~--vvnat it takes to be
successful because....

Preparing Youth To Be Their Own Boss
Entrenuity gives teens skills to be entrepreneurs
ByNEStaff
"M ost youth entrepreneurial
programs stop at the critical
point," said Bnan Jenkins, president & co-founder of Entrenulty,
a faith-based, non-profit organization that trains young people in
entrepreneurial business development alongside Christian faithbased principles.
Founded in 1999, Jenkins
came up with the name
Entrenuity as a blend of entrepreneurship and ingenuity. What distinguishes the organization from
other youth entrepreneurial
organizations is its record of
helping to develop operational
businesses.
In 2003, in partnership with
the Aramark Corporation, the
organization began a training
program with Big Kids Club
(BKC), a program run by the
Moody Church in Cabrini Green.
The training included learning the
differences between the service
and retail industries, costing and
pricing business development,
taxes, and fiscal responsibility.
After the program ended in 2003,
a core group of 12 students were
selected to be the owners and
managers of BKC Cleaning
Crew, a cleaning and landscaping business that recently signed
a $13,000 contract.
Jenkins began his work in
entrepreneurial education as a
volunteer with the Lawndale
Christian Development
Corporation He then became a
Program Director with the
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Photo submitted by Brian Jenkins
EntrenUity teen business owners proudly represent their company .

National Foundation for
Teaching Entrepreneurship In
2000, he became the Youth
Enterprise Director for the
Illinois Institute of
Entrepreneurial Education
{IIEE), where, as part of his role,
he was required to start his own
entrepreneunal venture. It was
there that the idea for Entrenuity
was born, moving beyond the
business plan model of youth
entrepreneurial development to
the development of sustainable
community enterprises citizenship," Jenkins said.

"I want teens to understand their
roles in society. Even if they don t
become small business owners,
they understand the free market,
they become productive citizens."
One of the first after school
programs was started in 2001 at
Roseland Christian School on the
South Side There, teens participated in a business plan contest.
With the support of EntrenUJty,
two of the contestants. Delano
Taylor and Stephan Hall, both
only 12 years old at the time,
proceeded to develop their plan
into D&S Snacks and Catenng,

proceeded to develop their plan
into D&S Snacks and Catering,
purchasing a vending machine
and operating it out of the
Roseland Christian School. To
date. the business has net profits
in excess of $35,000.
The big picture for Jenkins is
teaching youth the connection
between wealth creation and
community development.
"The responsibility of AfricanAmerican men is to contribute to
those who come behind us,"
Jenkins said.
In 2002, he took the program
to Campina, Brazil. Through a
partnership with Hope Ministries,
the organization conducted workshops with youth workers in moving beyond JOb skill development
to job creation.
Entrenuity currently serves
communities throughout Chicago,
including Cabrini Green, North
Lawndale, Roseland, and South
Shore. The organization also
works with the South Shore
School of Entrepreneurialism.
developing curriculum 'tor high
school students.
Jenkins says that he s proud
of the fact that he stays in the
community, residing in the
Lawndale area with his wife and
two children.

Entrenuity is located in
Oak Pork at 503 South Oak
Pork Ave, Suite 211. You can
also visit the website at
www .entrenuity .com.
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Dear Confused,
First of all, no I don't think
you should JUSt mind your own
business. You say that your
tnend has changed for the worse
when she started hang1ng around
this other person.
Well then it 1s your nght as a
friend to be concerned for your
friend. My adv1ce to you is to sit
your friend down and talk to her
about her and her new "buddy".
Tell her how you feel that th1s
other person IS Influencing her 1n
a negative way and that you
don't want to see harm coming to
her because of th1s other person.
Don't try to argue with her. just
let her know your concerns and
that you are only look1ng out for
her well-being .
VeaA'Eye>.t~
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Dear Help,
You say your parents are
treat1ng you like a k1d even
though you are about to turn 18. I
agree w1th you that they should·
n't treat you like a baby, but are
you sure you are act1ng your
age? Most parents treat the1r
child like a kid when the child
cont1nues to act like a k1d themselves If you are do1ng th1s then
I just have two words for
you· Grow upl On the other hand
some parents can't deal w1th the
fact that the1r little baby is growIng up. They probably want to
hold on to you as long as they
can before you go off to college
and/or gel a place of your own
espec1ally 1f you are the only
child or the youngest 1n the family. What you should do is s11
down w1th your parents and have
a little d1scuss1on on the way
they are lreatmg you. Tell them
(calmly) that you understand that
they m1ght still see you as the
baby you were 17 years ago, but
now you are all grown up
Tell them that for your age,
having adult supervision to parties and your car IS JUSt too overprotective. Explain to them that
you appreciate the love that they
have for you but you don't need
them to baby you. Also tell them
that a 9:30 curfew IS a little too
early and try to get them to push
11 back, perhaps to 11 or 12. But
at the same lime you are ask1ng
them to treat you more like an
adult, so you need to be able to
act like an adult and accept
responsibilities because that is
what being an adult is all about.
Just talk to them and everything
will work out for the better.
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Dear Lonely,
I am glad that you are enJOYIng Ch1cago You say that you
m1ss your fnends
Well, to ease the gnef you are
feelmg, you and your fnends
should come up w1th ways to be
able to communrcate w1th each
other You can call. ema1l, or
wnte them letters and v1ce versa.
Also , the school year 1s coming
up so you w111 meet new people
at school . There can't replace the
fnends you left back 1n Seattle
but there will be many ways for

Eyevie McHenry
you to make fnends here 1n
Ch1cago.
You may also want to talk to
your parents to get them to allow
you to go VISit Seattle from lime
to lime to VISit your fnends. Or
you can have your fnends talk to
the1r parents to see 1f they w1ll
allow your fnends to come see
you . J01n1ng a club m1ghl help
you to overcome the sadness of
movmg

Got a question you want
answered? write
" Dear Eyevi e "
600 S. M i chigan
Chicago IL 60605
or
edito r@newexpression.org
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D.J. Doni Deahl Talks Fashion
From Around the World
By Jocelyn R. Grove
Columbia College

O.Hu

Denhlos a wor1d.,.,ido d.:Jnce D J and lashoomsta

Anaround the world, tl
seems that when the day ends,
ntghtltfe begms Thts IS a ltme
when we can be free from the
pressures of the day, express our
own styles, and realize we could
be starttng !ashton trends
No one knows lhts better than
Dant Deahl, the D.J of Solange
ntght club tn Chtcago. Starttng at
JUSt 16 (she is now 22). Deahl
mtxes dance mus1c at ntghtclubs
and raves She also has produced three COs Thts has taken
her to Asta. South Amenca. and
Central Amenca. as well as much
of the eastern Untied States.
Her fans are made up of a wide
range of ages In the Untied
States, her listeners are pnmanly
between the ages of 15 to the
mtd and late twenhes. whtle in
other parts of the world they tend
to be from the early twenttes to
the mtd-thtrttes.
Deahl has observed dtfferent
!ashton trends dunng her travels.
Although she has not been to
Europe she sees fash.ons long
before they htt the Untied States
For example those in Hong
Kong have been weanng unusu-
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al. patterned Converse sneakers
and ballet flats for over a year.
Thts style IS now poppmg up tn
the Untied States
Deahl satd she sees Hong
Kong on top of the !ashton ladder
"Nothtng wtll beat Hong
Kong. I thtnk a lot of thetr lashton ts tnfluenced by thetr weather
and the need for comfort.
Women wear a looser fit and
shoes are flat because of the
heat and Hong Kong ts so htlly.
No one wears heels," Deahl satd.
"Necessity wtnds up creating
the !ashton that separates them
from the pack, Inadvertently," she
satd
"There are a lot of color
trends You're not going to see
black or gray. You're gotng to
see people 1n ohve. ptnks. bold
colors . bnght yellows, and whtte.
They're not afratd to take a nsk.
They wear a lot of 80s punk rock.
They wear a mtx of everythtng,
not li e here:
Fashton tn Hong Kong also
focuses on destgn rather than
patterns Deah satd BoiMans,
however wears fashtons that
have a br~g'1t bold pattern.

Dtfferent places have dofferent
!ashton preferences, she sa•d
Thts •s obvtous tn some parts of
the Untied States
Even though most parts of
the Untied States tend to share
!ashton trends, Deahl thtnks
Mtamt stands out
"Even though tl was gaudy
when I was there. I apprectate
that 11 was dtfferent from any·
where tn the Untted States I
liked the overstzed avtalor glasses and the bold colors like
greens, yellows, and blues,"
Deahl satd.
Fashion trends at raves,
whtch started tn the 1970s 1n
Chicago, are also changtng .
Ravers were noltced by weanng
plashc, beaded bracelets, wooden beaded necklaces, and fat.
baggy pants. Deahl noted that
thts is really nottced as a Untied
States statement But, the clubbars are now gomg to the raves
and thts ts caustng the fashtons
to be more true to how they

The A r R.... ,ongonaltf designed lor •

roshton Corrc.-spondont

Jocl.'lyn Grov.

dressed dunng the day, sh <lid
Personally, Delhi thmk f sh·
ton ts deftned 10 terms of where
people want to be seen nd whitt
they constder to be htp.
"Betng a D.J ., I don't connect
wtth a crowd tf I'm a slob," she
sat d.
Deahl wants to be noltced,
but yet, not be hke everyone
else She mtxes up her style by
weanng red pumps. black leg
warmers, and a cheerleader sktrt
She has her hatr done ntcely and
wears makeup
"I want my tmago to be nsso·
ctated to my mus•c. I want to
connect wtth the clobbers and
the rave crowd," Deahl satd
Perhaps Deahl's message tS
advtce for all of us - define
the terms of your !ashton and go
Wtlh II.
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CALLING ALL TEEN WRITERS
NE WANTSYOU

NE LAUNCHES TEEN
CLASSIFIED SECTION
BUY OR SELL CARS, DVDS, TICKETS, ETC.
FIND EMPLOYMENT
SEND PERSONAL
MESSAGES

JOIN NEW EXPRESSION
NEWSMAGAZINE
Gain Exposure!
Obtain Media Experience!
Contact Brent Watters, Editorial Advisor
623 S. Wabash
Chicago, ll60605

PROMOTE YOUR
BUSINESS OR EVENTS
1ST STANDARD AD FREE
ONLY $2.50 FOR 3 LINES
FOR MORE INFO, CALL 312-922-7150
ADS MUST BE PREPAID
CHECK OR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

(312) 922-71 so

e-mail: brentw@youth-comm.org

Youth Communication would
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My parents said to get a job.
With UPS, I think I got
a whole lot more.
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*Bowater Newsprint *Chicago Community Trust
*Chicago Reader *Chicago Tribune Foundation *Christ
Church Benevolence Fund *Dept. of Cultural Affairs
*Columbia College Chicago *R.R. Donnelley
Foundation *Dow Jones Newspaper Fund *Field
Foundation *Elizabeth Morse Genius Charitable Trust
*Illinois Arts Council *Inland Press Association *Mayor
& Morris Kaplan Family Foundation .. Kenosha News
*Lake County Press, Inc.*John D. and Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation *Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
*Mooney & Thomas, CPA's *Newspaper Association of
America *Northern Trust Company *Peoples Energy
*Albert Pick, Jr. Fund *Polk Bros Foundation *R.R .
Donnelly & Sons Company *South Suburban College
*United Parcel Service *Howard L. Willette Foundation
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Septem

Yankers: Season 1
Punk'd - Complete
L'-'"'""'"'1 Season
king Tall

September 7
Matthew Sweet-Living Things
Macy Gray-Best Of Macy Gray

September 14
Nelly-Sweat
Prodigy-Always Outnumbered,
Never Outgunned
Megadeth-The System Has
Failed

September 21

September Movie
Releases

Lil' Romeo-Romeoland

~~~= Green Day-American Idiot
_.,

Liam Howell "'a....
nd-th•eLr-e""'
s-t '""
of~
Prodigy release "Always
Outnumbered , Never
Outgunned " on September
14.

September 28

Hilary Duff-Hilary Duff
Wu-Tang Clan-Disciples Of The
36 Chambers
Talib Kweli-Beautiful Struggle
Johnny Cash-American V
Mos Def-The New Danger

eptember 17
Ghost in the Shell 2 : Innocence
Mr. 3000
Sky Captain and the World of
omorrow
imbledon

eptember24
First Daughter
Shaun of the Dead

September6
The Red Star (PS2/Xbox)
ESPN NHL 2K5 (PS2/Xbox)
Asterix & Obelix (PS2)
Silent Hill 4 :(PS2/Xbox)

September 13
Fable (Xbox)
Sly 2 : Band of Thieves(PS2)

September 20
Star Wars Battlefront (PS2/Xbox)
DDR Extreme (PS2)
Chains of Promathia (PS2)
X-Men Legends (Xbox/PS2)

September 28
Def Jam: Fight for NY
(PS2/GC/ Xbox)
Street Fighter Anniversary
Collection Capcom (PS2/Xbox)
Donkey Konga (GC)

In Donkey Konga, arriving on
September 28 for the GameCube,
players use conga drums to play
songs like "Oye Como Va," and
"All the Small Things." A set of
drums is included with the game.

